
As is customary at this time of the year, we make

some predictions for the coming year and beyond.

We also review the predictions we made last year.

Our predictions last year were as much for the coming decade as

they were for 2001. Much of the change we predicted will take that

long to become mature and commonplace. Whilst early adopters are

rushing into web services, mainstream business takes time to change.

As such the predictions we made in January last year are still valid

(we assess progress below). We see no reason to change the web

services paradigm shift assertions we made then; in fact a major

change now looks more, rather than less likely. In addition, the

predictions for fundamental change in architectures that we made

last year are clearly long-term changes in best practice. As such,

the predictions we make this year complement last years.

Service Platform Vendors Get Ready for 2003

Although there has been a great deal of noise during 2001, the

reality is that none of the major platform vendors had anything like a

fully functional web service platform. However during 2002 IBM and

Microsoft will both have mature, generally available offerings that

have been exercised in significant enterprise scale. Microsoft’s GA

launch in the first quarter of the .NET Framework and tools will

create a formidable capability that surpasses all the other vendors in

terms of integration and ease of use.

In contrast, with the exception of IBM, the Java vendors will be

relying on future directional statements to retain the significant lead

in enterprise market share that they have established. In practice

they do have time in hand, because during 2002, there will be fewer

strategic commitment decisions being made, because of continuing

economic and general uncertainty.

The primary areas of business investment will continue to be

focused on internal and B2B integration. This application area will

benefit from web service architectures but does not depend on

advanced, dynamic integration capabilities. It might not be an

understatement to say that 2002 will be a year of consolidation,

getting ready for the return to some semblance of growth in 2003. 
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‘Predictions For 2002 and Beyond’ continued...

We would expect preparatory activity that may be

viewed in terms of creating more mature capabilities,

particularly addressing the security issues, establishing

an inventory of services and service based applications

to populate the platforms and establishing services

partnerships to support 2003 rollouts.

Phoney Identity Wars Break Out

Expect to hear a lot of noise about identity and

authentication systems. Common interoperability

standards and federation ought to be the way forward,

but no one should be surprised if interested parties try

to force divisions. Even though Microsoft is way ahead

of the rest of the field in this area, it will still be 2003

before this becomes a real issue. However this will not

stop the vendors using this as an issue to keep the anti

Microsoft campaign in the public eye. 

Concerns of Security and Trust may throttle
back the adoption of Web Services

Post September 11th everyone is very nervous, and

security is the top item in many investment budgets.

In many cases organizations will be reluctant to deliver

web services to anyone other than trusted partners until

security concerns (real or not) are ironed out. Whether

this actually makes any real difference to approved

projects is debatable, because clearly investment funds

will be much reduced anyway, and ROI concerns will

predominate.

Web Services Go Mobile

After several years of promise, powerful devices,

always connected via wireless networks and GPRS,

will start to become commonplace this year. They will

provide an ideal environment for web service based

scenarios involving mobile employees and/or customers.

During 2002 we will see lots of marketing and jockeying

for position as early adopters embrace the new

technologies, before the market goes mainstream over

the next 2 years. In the short term Microsoft will be well

positioned to capitalize on this market, as the Passport

and My Services personal infrastructure will be in place

long before the competition.

Web Services Fosters New Roles

Web service brokers will emerge that add value to the

publishing and discovery process. However, the lack of

web services suitable for brokering (e.g. wide spread

applicability, commodity services) means this will not be

a significant business until 2003 at the earliest.

Web service hosts that provide a managed environment

to deliver web services on behalf of others will do well

in 2002/3, as the “pay as you go” subscription approach

avoids capital investment. 

Web Services Get Personal

Microsoft’s .NET My Services will become reality in

2002. Use of the basic services such as Passport and

Alerts will be widespread. Winning public trust will be

Microsoft’s main challenge for the services that place

responsibility on Microsoft to look after users information.

Undermining that trust will likely be their competitor’s

main weapon. To counter this, we expect to see

Microsoft placing considerable emphasis on federation

of My Services hosts, so that Microsoft is not seen as

the spider at the center of the web (sic).

We expect AOL and probably others to announce

serious competition to .NET My Services during 2002.

However, AOL is likely to contain such initiatives to its

customer base.

Not Enough Use of Reuse

Reuse remains an enigma. If the benefits are so obvious,

then why isn’t everyone doing it? Despite the flurry of

reuse solutions appearing in 2001, it appears that many

organizations pay it lip service at best. It ought to be a

bright year for reuse vendors, but it will not be easy

convincing customers to invest in something that might

not have immediate return.

We therefore remain sceptical about the reuse market.

Whilst the tools are useful, they are only a small part of

the solution. Reuse is only really achieved when you

have a long term strategy to achieve it. We doubt that

many organizations will invest in this, even though the

end results ought to be compelling. Furthermore the

problem most organizations face is that the things they

have to do this year are not solved by reusing existing

assets that don’t actually match new requirements,

because they were not designed with reuse in mind, or

not generic enough, etc. Yes, reuse management

solutions are an incremental improvement, but they are

not a silver bullet.

Lawrence Wilkes  lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com
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2001 Predictions – Where do we stand?

How are the predictions we made at the beginning of 2001 panning out?

Web Services - A Paradigm Shift In The Making?
On track. Top of the marketing toy box at the moment, and as a result it can be difficult to see through the

hype. However, whilst it might still be early days, there is true value in web services that early adopters are

already realising.

CBD Evolves To Service-Based Development
Not yet. The approach is still predominantly component/object first, service second. Popular methods and

tools still need to evolve to encourage service based thinking.

Runtime Assembly Complements Implementation and Design Time Assembly
Not yet. Although developers can technically delay assembly until runtime using web services, conceptually

they are still resolving it during implementation and design. Though feasible today, dynamic discovery and

usage of services at runtime is still a little way off.

Self-Discovering Applications And Self Describing Components Reduce Current
Focus On EAI
On Track. The EAI community certainly seems to have embraced web services in the later half of the year.

Adoption of XML to simplify integration is now widespread.

Business Process Modelling and Automation Takes Hold
On Track. We see greater use of business process automation tools though it still remains predominantly in

EAI and B2B scenarios. Not yet the assembly approach of choice for major systems.

Though Limited During 2001, Over A Three Year Period The Use Of Web Services
Will Eventually Outpace The Acquisition Of Software Components. The Component
Market Will Grow Steadily, Not Spectacularly.
On Track. The disappearance of component market players ObjectTools and IntellectMarket/Component

Planet in 2001 provides evidence that the software component market is shaking out sooner rather than later.

Though we hear rumours, we still see little evidence that service broking is taking off.

Business Platforms And Frameworks Supersede Technical Platforms As New
Battleground
Not Yet. In fact the battleground remains focused on the technical arena, with the struggle for mind share

between .NET and J2EE reaching new heights as .NET becomes real and the argument shifts towards the

level of web service support. Commercial availability of the .NET platform early in 2002, and possibly J2EE 1.4

at the end of the year will continue to fuel this debate.

Legacy Remains Major Issue
Still True. Web services brings another reason to re-evaluate how legacy systems are reused. Wrapping, rather

than replacement or re-engineering remains the approach of choice, and web services tools from the platform

and EAI vendors makes it straightforward technically. However, the challenges we outlined last year remain,

and whilst “if it isn’t broke don’t fix it” might have appeal, we doubt that many existing systems are going to

be able to support the dynamic, real-time business process opportunities that web services bring without

major re-engineering.
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Introduction
The Business Services Server is a set of capabilities

that allow us to manage a complex and ever expanding

portfolio of web services. For more information on

detailed requirements see our first report on this topic.1

The shopping list is summarised in the following table.

At the technical level a simple web service call will look

much the same on any platform.

The soap layer on the server is provided by an extension

to the web server and should in theory be platform

neutral; however in practice the platform will dictate

whether the SOAP will instantiate Java, CORBA, .NET

or COM components. In the pipeline approach that we

developed in the last report, a possible implementation

would be to insert the extra functionality between the

HTTP layer and SOAP, as follows:

Implementing the

Business

Service Server
By Jonathan Stephenson

Last month we outlined the main

features of our Business Services

Server concept. In this report we

will look at some of the tools

and environments available to

see if they measure up to our

requirements. We provide a high

level comparison between

Apache, IBM, Microsoft, Sun,

West Global, Flamenco, Grand

Central, Primordial, Infravio and

Cape Clear.
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Manage
Consumers

Monitor users

Control access

to service

Monitor usage

of service

Log usage

Billing and subscriptions

User Facing Security

Identification

Encryption

Message integrity

Manage
Implementations

Redirect Service

request to appropriate

implementation

Change service

providers

Clustering for scalability

and performance

Different

implementations for

different consumers

Monitor usage of

implementation

Monitor availability

Pay royalties to provider

Implementation facing

security

Is this the right

implementation?

Figure 1: A Simple Web Service



In this diagram we assume that the pipeline of the

Business Service Server is implemented using

component technology and makes calls to services

where necessary. This approach builds a number of

layers into the web service execution environment and

would be easiest to implement if you ‘owned’ the

HTTP/Application server. In the first round of SOAP

implementations it was not possible to intercept the

calls. To redirect a service request you would have to

interpose your server before the SOAP listener or

replace the listener with your own. The latest Apache

SOAP layer is called AXIS and this provides the

necessary hooks.

AXIS
Axis is the latest version of SOAP for the Apache server.

It is a project that has evolved out of IBM’s SOAP4J

work and is now part of the Apache foundation. It

provides some of the essential features needed to build

the BSS, in particular the ability to intercept the SOAP

handler and insert custom code to read the SOAP

headers and process the call. It is still in development

but is close to being a beta release.2

Some of the key features, taken from the Axis

overview, are: 

● Speed. Axis uses SAX (event-based) parsing to

achieve significantly greater speed than earlier

versions of Apache SOAP.

● Flexibility. The Axis architecture gives the

developer complete freedom to insert extensions

into the engine for custom header processing,

system management, or anything else you can

imagine.

● Component-oriented deployment. You can

easily define reusable networks of Handlers to

© CBDi Forum Limited, January 2002
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implement common patterns of processing for

your applications, or to distribute to partners. 

● Transport framework. We have a clean and simple

abstraction for designing transports (i.e. senders

and listeners for SOAP over various protocols such

as SMTP, FTP, message-oriented middleware, etc),

and the core of the engine is completely transport-

independent.

The ‘anything else you can image’ of the Flexibility

option has provided the platform for IBM’s Web Service

Hosting Technology.

IBM - WSHT Framework
On the alphaWorks area, IBM is providing advanced

access to their web services product research. Although

not part of the released product ranges the tool kits are

licensable from alphaWorks. The alphaWorks projects

have historically become mainstream products, but

without a full product release companies take a risk by

becoming an early adopter.

The Web Services Hosting Toolkit is a framework and a

set of tools which accomplishes most of the Business

Services Server wish list from the point of view of the

service provider, i.e. it will:-

● Identify subscribers and manage accounts

● Authorize subscribers

● Meter Use

● Generate bill

The WSHT is a package that is added to the Web

Sphere server (a WAR file). The Web Services Gateway

adds the ability to run external services and will be

considered here as part of the package (although it is a

separate module).
continues...

Figure 2: Pipeline
Implementation
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‘Implementing the Business Service Server’ continued...
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< ratetype = “FixedRate_I”

resourcetype = “Others” fixedcharge= “0.50”

“variablecharge = “0”0 />

</ratepackage>

The package here supports a fixed monthly rate plus a

per use charge of 0.5

3. Run the billing utility to import the definition into the

billing system.

4. Run the administration tools to create an offer, i.e. a

combination of the UDDI service and the billing

package defined in step 2. This also generates the

client instructions JSP page when the end-user can

access the user guide for the service.

5. Publish the java client stubs if necessary.

Next from the service consumer’s point of view, the

system is relatively easy.

1. Run the admin page to register as a user

2. Select an offer

3. Go to the service page to view your account and

billing information

It is relatively easy to add a user interface for the service

directly into your own web pages, or to call the service

from your application code.

Summary

IBM demonstrates an understanding of web services

that goes beyond the build-deploy phase by directly

addressing the management issues. It provides most of

what we need as a provider of services. It also has

facilities for the consumer to view the bill. The service

interception system does not currently ‘see’ services

being consumed by the host so we were interested if

the system could manage external services consumed

by the ASP. If the consumers were inside the firewall

and the services outside the system should work in

exactly the same way - so possibly it can manage

provision and consumption of services.

Microsoft’s BizTalk Server
The BizTalk server has become a full-featured server

with sophisticated workflow orchestration capabilities.

The BizTalk framework was probably the first major

exploitation of the XML standards for B2B. It provides a

loosely coupled infrastructure that allowed organisations

to exchange business documents such as orders and

invoices.

The server is currently a COM-based technology that

adds a processing pipeline to IIS. Think of it as an

The framework includes tools to define users, billing

frameworks and to register ‘Offers’ on the UDDI server.

An offer is a combination of a service and a billing

package. The wizards provided will do much of the

work, and a template user interface even provides a

shared workspace for the subscriber and provider so

that the account and billing status can be browsed.

Figure 3: The Offer Concept

The important concept behind the billing engine is the

way the catalogue links the service definition published

in the UDDI with that of and the rating package. The

combination of service plus rating package creates an

‘offer’. i.e., you can use service X but it will cost you Y.

The development process steps taken from the user

manual will help you to understand exactly how the

system works. First from the service provider’s point

of view:

1. Build your service and register it with UDDI

2. Define a billing package by editing the XML file

billingData.XML.

<service name= “MyStockQuote”

description = “on line quotations” />

<ratepackage description = “Monthly10Cancel5”>

<! - -Monthly fee + cancellation charge - - >

< ratetype = “CancelationFee”

resourcetype = “Others” fixedcharge= “5.00”

“variablecharge = “0”0 />

< rate type = “RecurringRate”

resourcetype = “month” fixedcharge= “10.00”

“variablecharge = “0”0 />
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intelligent company post room that can open incoming

mail, redirect, map data into standard formats, trigger

the back-office processes and finally route the resulting

response to the sender.

Its functionality complements our Business Service

Server but supplied only part of our wish list. Its

orchestration capability would certainly meet our

workflow needs and it would have no problem selecting

services provided they were plugged in as adapters.

It is interesting how this XML-based framework is so

different from that of web services. Yes, it uses an

HTTP URL as an entry point into the corporate IT

system, and uses XML to encode the data, but there

the similarities end. You could describe the BizTalk

server as a single web service that takes one input

parameter and returns one, the input string is the

BizTalk document such as an invoice or order. It will be

interesting to see how the server evolves now that the

.NET platform is shipping.

We note Microsoft is entering into a close partnership

relationship with Avinon, with its NetScenario platform

that will provide Microsoft with some BSS like

functionality including switching, identity and

aggregation. The NetScenario platform builds and

executes what they call NetScenarios from existing

business objects, web services and application

adapters. By supporting BizTalk they gain a clutch of

back-end adapters not to mention a whole lot of

credibility and support.

Sun
Sun’s SunONE platform has a number of capabilities

that would form building blocks for our BSS. Putting

them all together to create our pipeline will not be

simple in our opinion. The directory server and the

Forte integration server will between them supply a

good foundation on which to build our requirements for

service management. The process engines will create

logs of performance and service usage. We are

expecting some announcements in the next month -

so watch this space.

West Global’s mScape
West Global has been in the Business Service Server

product space for over a year now and believe that

2002 is the year when web services will move from the

‘how do we do it’ phase into ‘how do we manage it’

space. Their mScape server acts as a service broker

with layers of management capability to monitor the

consumption of services. It addresses Fault Tolerance

and Quality of Service issues by being able to switch 

end-points as a response to poor response times. The

three modules available are as follows:

Performance and Logging

Because all the service requests are routed though a

single point, tools to monitor all aspects of the service

can be built around the broker. Logs of events can be

used to drive the billing process and performance can

be monitored in real time.

Graphs and tables present a readily understandable

overview of the service performance and can also trigger

alerts when performance falls outside preset levels. The

performance metric can be used to prioritise and route

service requests. Switching services when a time-out is

detected provides fail-over capabilities.

Web Services Manager

This is the repository that defines which services are

available, their costs, and acceptable performance

range. Once the service is registered, the administrator

can register the consumers and assign access rights

linking consumers to services. Rules can also be

applied to limit access by day, time, cost etc.

Web Service Broker

The broker allows you to deliver services from J2EE

and Corba objects. Your existing infrastructure can be

mapped to web services and made available without

the need to re-code. The broker is driven by the data

in the repository and includes graphical tools for

administration.

Summary

MScape is clearly a Business Services Server as we

have defined it. The broker architecture validates the

consumers and selects services by querying the

mScape database. Its strength lies in the performance

monitoring and alerts that the IBM server currently

ignores. Just as with the IBM WSHT, the roles of

consumer and provider are interchangeable so that we

can use mScape to control consumption of services as

well as provision.

Flamenco Networks
Flamenco is offering a web service management

approach that at first sight is subtly different from our

model. They are promoting a system that combines the

best of peer-to-peer with central management. It is sold

on a pay-as-you go basis.

A lightweight proxy is installed on the web server to

intercept SOAP calls and this is configured from a

centralized network management system that is available

at Flamenco’s Web site.
continues...
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‘Implementing the Business Service Server’ continued...

To configure the system, the user defines the end

points of the service, consumer and provider, using the

central management console, and this information is

used to configure the endpoints to ‘talk to each other’.

Once set up the service consumer calls directly to the

provider, but management information is transmitted to

Flamenco’s Web Services Network. Billing, metering

and logging facilities are available from Flamenco.

The architecture differs from our Business Service

Server in that dynamic selection of services is not

supported. However, there are clear performance wins

from not funnelling all services through a pipeline.

A collection of web servers providing endpoints for

services can share the management layer provided

by Flamenco.

Grand Central
Grand Central like Flamenco is a pay as you go service.

But Grand Central is a hub architecture which enables

it to add more layers of management than is possible

with the peer to peer approach. It can add message

queues to guarantee delivery, switching of endpoints

and transformations of messages. There is a full CBDi

Product Overview report available.3 Grand Central, like

Flamenco, hosts the management layer.

Primordial’s WSBANG
Pronounced Whizzbang, Primordial’s WSBANG product

has developed as a response to the needs of their

consultants who specialise in web services. It is a server

proxy that provides the management functionality of our

BSS. WSBANG, in case you were wondering, stands

for Web Services Broker and Network Gateway. Based

in New York, they partner with companies such as

Cape Clear and Grand Central to provide solutions for

their clients. Primordial have approached the web

service management from the consumer’s point of view

- although there is no reason why the consumers

should not be outside the firewall. WSBANG is a network

device that runs inside the firewall and looks remarkably

like our Business Service Server pipeline detailed in our

first report on the BSS.

WSBANG is shipped as a 1U rack Intel based

system, running LINUX. You plug it in and switch on!

Configuration is done using the SNMP tool and multiple

devices can be set up simultaneously by pushing the

set up file out to a cluster. Its functionality includes all

of our Business Service Server features, plus some we

had not thought of; for example, it can read the billing

information returned in SOAP headers and include the

receipt information in the billing report, it can do basic

round-robin load balancing, it can ‘ping’ soap messages

to servers to check that the target service (no just an IP

ping) is alive and it can be used to drive a departmental

‘charge back’ facility.

Their philosophy is different from those of Grand Central

and Flamenco in that the device runs inside the firewall,

and does not impose any requirements on partner

organisations.

They are in the process of rolling out their first major

customer this month and the 1.0 release is scheduled for

February. Watch this space for the full product review.

Infravio
Infravio’s tools come into play at the design and

development phases, but they also have some important

capabilities for deployment of services. A repository of

XML schema drives their code generation tools. Each

schema models the target components and the

incoming requests.

The runtime environment is a broker that currently

supports some, but not all of the Business Service

Server requirement. Called the Intelligent Request Broker

it can respond to incoming service calls in different

formats and do the XSLT transformations necessary to

deliver the service. It does security and logging and can

switch services on service failure. Future versions are

planned to enhance the broker.

CapeClear
CapeClear is also much more focussed on the

development issues than the pure server products like

mScape.  Their tools are geared to design and

development but also include a broker type layer called

CapeConnect. Through this module, they are planning

to support a number of plug-in handlers and bridges to

provide management layers for logging, metering and

billing. Their immediate objectives are to fully support

existing standards for security and authentication, and

they are partnering with leaders in each field to ensure

that companies using CapeClear can exploit existing

frameworks, standards and server technologies.

IONA
Iona were contacted for this report but didn’t make the

deadline with any information over and above what was

on their Web site.  We like what they have done with

their XMLBus edition but are not in a position to fully

evaluate it this month. The following quote is taken from

their product pitch:

“Web Services Manager for Runtime Administration
The Web Services Manager combines a visual
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Network Appliance

Dedicated server that runs inside the fire wall, e.g. IBM,

West Global, Primordial

Hosted hub

A hub through which all partners must route traffic -

Grand Central

Peer to Peer with big brother

Peer to peer but with an external management server

that spies on the service calls, Flamenco Networks

This is going to be a very dynamic market over the next

12 months and we shall report back as the products

mature and gain market acceptance.

Jonathan Stephenson  jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

References:
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West Global, mScape www.westglobal.com

1. Interact 2001/December: Defining the Business Service Server
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2001-12/defining.php3

2. xml.apache.org/axis

3. Interact 2001/August: Product Overview - Grand Central
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2001-08/prod_over.php3

Product Identify Switch Log Meter Bill Select QoS Transformation

User Service Implementation and FT

IBM - WSHT ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

MS - BizTalk ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓

Server

Sun, SunONE ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

West Global ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ?

mScape

Flamenco ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓

WS Network

Grand Central ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

Primordial ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

WSBANG

Infravio ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓✓✓

Cape Clear ✓✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

environment, JMX instrumentation, and a management

service enabling you to administer the Web services in

the Web Services Container. The Web Services Manager

displays the Web services, the WSDL information for

each web service, and the endpoints on which an

implementation is running. Also use the Web Services

Manager to activate/deactivate endpoints.”

Conclusions
The web services management market is currently a

specialist niche that is being filled by some highly agile

startups. The major application server players such as

BEA, Oracle, Microsoft, and Sun are still on the back

foot and we believe are waiting for some of the

standards such as XML -encrypt, XML -signature and

XML routing to be accepted. Microsoft feels that we are

jumping the gun by suggesting that the Business

Service Server is relevant when Visual Studio.NET is

not even released, but the level of activity that we have

identified in this report says it all. As with any new

technology there will be a period of shake out when the

small companies partner, get overtaken and or snapped

up by the main players. In addition to the Microsoft,

Avinon partnership, BEA already has a relationship with

CapeClear, and all the products, other than of course

BizTalk, run on or with J2EE servers.

We were interested to find three very different architec-

tures out there, which we summarise as:

Key: ✓✓✓ Can do, and includes admin console and all the necessary features

✓✓ Can do, but you may have to build or integrate the capability

✓ You can do it, or its coming in a future release



Background

Pat Helland of Microsoft has recently proposed the

Autonomous Computing model as an application

design pattern for cooperation between independent

systems that do not trust each other1. It has two key

notions.

Fiefdom An independent computing environment that

refuses to trust any outsiders and maintains

tight control over a set of mission critical data

Emissary A computing component that helps prepare

requests to submit to a fiefdom. It operates

exclusively on published (snapshot) reference

data and single-user data.

Helland uses the autonomous computing model to

explain many of the new types of applications including

offline apps, scalable web-farms, B2B apps, content

syndication and content aggregation.

Roger Sessions of Object Watch2 has combined the

Helland model with other elements to produce an

elaborate Fortress Model of computer security. A

fortress is a self-contained software system, contains

business logic (grunts) and private data (strongboxes),

and is surrounded by an unbreachable wall.

Communication with the outside world passes through

a drawbridge, and is controlled by guards and by

treaties with allies.

These models have several important features.

● Reliance on an absolute, binary notion of trust.

Anything or anybody inside the fortress is trusted

absolutely, anything or anybody outside the wall is

mistrusted.

● Reliance on simple topology. A wall creates a

simple enclosed space, a straightforward boundary

between inside and outside.

● Reliance on technology. The fortress model depends

on firewalls and other security mechanisms. Any

breach in these mechanisms compromises the

security of the whole system.

Meanwhile, IBM (along with a host of other companies

doing related research) appears to be drawn towards

an entirely different model of autonomous computing,

where the security mechanism is analogous to the

human immune system, capable of recognizing foreign

anomalies and sending agents to destroy them.

According to Tim Macdonald of Newsfactor Network3,

quoting IBM hardware strategist Irving Wladawsky-

Berger, the goal is to survive the unpredictable.

Web Service

Security
By Richard Veryard and

Aidan Ward

Web services is set to be one of

the biggest security challenges

for IT professionals in 2002, as

corporations attempt to link their

internal applications with those

belonging to external partners and

suppliers using XML and SOAP.

Microsoft and IBM are currently

pushing different models of trust

and security. Microsoft is appealing

to a model that harks back to the

Fortress Mainframe of the 1960s,

while IBM is developing a radically

different model that appeals to

biological rather than military

metaphors.

In this article, we look at how these

models are implemented - by

Microsoft in its GXA, and by IBM.
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Global XML Web Services Architecture:
A trust-based review
Microsoft’s GXA (Global XML WebService Architecture)

is designed to support the trust and security needs of

companies looking to integrate web base services. It is

applicable to enterprise level integration, peer-to-peer

B2B service integration and to the development of

services in business ecosystems4.

To understand the potential use and potential usefulness

of the architecture we will look at a simple system

comprising two businesses (A and B) looking to integrate

certain services and with a third company (C) providing

an outsourced component of these services. This

system is simple enough for the trust issues to be

understood while complex enough to challenge the

architecture.

XML web services are claimed to “extend the reach” of

businesses and to “expose companies to new sources

of revenue”. The examples in Microsoft’s white paper

on GXA show a fairly conventional concern with inte-

gration and interoperability.

Trust and identity
The architecture claims to “enable communication

across trust boundaries and autonomous entities”.

From the perspective of the architecture we have three

autonomous entities, A, B and C with three trust

boundaries. What might this mean in business terms?

First there is an assumption that each business entity is

cohesive in the sense that it makes sense either to trust

it as a whole or to distrust it as a whole. This implies

that within the trust boundary, the management system

is such that business actions such as the provision of

quotations for doing work can be said to come from

the company.

From a legal standpoint this is probably the case, though

it would be easy to embroider this with complex

company structures, joint ventures, alliances, holding

companies and the like. We could also point to

complexity of legal jurisdiction for the international

element of this.

The norm for inter-operating between companies is that

deals are politically complex in both partners and that

the partnership will show aspects both of collaboration

and partisan competitiveness. Reducing this behaviour

to a simple pattern of trusting an autonomous entity is

probably naïve.

As soon as we introduce a software architecture and

some software services into the business equation we

introduce a fourth party (D) who would like to be an

invisible trusted party in the equation with an identity

that is not relevant. (See Figure 1.) This is also naïve,

however, as many business actions of D can cause

both disruption and enhancement of the relationship

between A, B and C.

Identity and security
The great majority of security breaches are internal to

companies. This is the major source of fraud, of

compromise to systems security, to privacy violations

and data corruption.

Traders and Traitors

The word trader comes from trade, a path and one

who uses it and the word traitor from tradere, to

give. The words are clearly very close and have

been intertwined in their use. For BT, to trade on

the Internet is to be open to attack, and of course

the traitor’ attack is to be camouflaged as a trader

and friend until the attack is exposed.

Commerce, of course, relies on trade. While traders

are rarely deliberate traitors, the need for traders to

maintain complex relationships with the outside

world inevitably opens a window of vulnerability.

We recently performed a security audit for a global

bank, after a damning internal audit report, and

were able to demonstrate how this vulnerability

made it impossible to implement a workable security

policy. Living on the edge (in several senses), the

traders made a large proportion of the bank’s

revenue, and could not be held to account in terms

of the software they chose to load on their

workstations. The same workstations had access

to all the bank’s systems, naturally. There were no

rules about trusted software applications or

approved access to data that were not in practice

flouted by this crucial group. To trade was be wide

open to attack. The obvious attack was to turn a

trader, wittingly or unwittingly into a traitor.

continues...
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If we look at fraud, as soon as two companies are linked

in business, then it is possible for people within those

two companies to collaborate to defraud the system,

and to use the business collaboration to disguise their

activity. This is the case no matter what the nature of

the link between the companies, but architectures that

automate and systematise the link provide excellent

facilities for such attacks.

The possibility (inevitability actually) of security breaches

complicates the identity question. We may have

someone within company A actually providing security

information to allow another company (E) to get access

to information from company B. Will company A exert

themselves to protect B’s interest? What if there is

corruption involved?

The architecture concerns itself with the integrity of the

messages once they have left A, B and C, and are

interacting with the web services and the other parties.

This is an issue but a small one compared with that of

the integrity of the source of those messages.

The business trust equations

If company C is providing some sort of mutual service

to companies A and B and is trusted by A and B to do

so, what are the implications of this trust? An example

may help:

A hotel company buys food products from a

manufacturer. It contracts with a distribution company

to deliver the food. The hotel company pays a margin

on the price of the food to cover delivery charges. The

delivery company also buys products from the same 

manufacturer to supply elsewhere, thus earning (or

extorting) a volume discount. But if the hotel company

knows about this they will want both a lower price on

their food and of course the reduced transport costs.

What is the price of the food?

Each recipient has an expectation of even-handedness

or fairness in the supply of those services. The context

of A and B is highly relevant to the business trust

equation. The implication of this is that both the

information and services that are shared via the

architecture and those that are not are relevant to the

business trust equation. Business trust cannot be

founded simply on the flawless transaction of the

agreed services.

The other supplier of mutual services is D, the software

and architecture provider. Many actions that D can take

and many failures that can occur in D’s domain will fall

unequally between A and B. A security breach at the

level of the architecture may end up destroying B’s

business but leaving A unharmed. What if it turns out

that A could see this and stood to profit by it?

The architecture talks about future security specifications

to provide “high level capabilities” such as credential

exchange, trust management and revocation. The

business trust equations show just how esoteric and

technical these terms can be. How would credential

exchange affect the business trust equations? Would

revocation close any of the security exposures that had

been opened up at a business level?
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Can we allow customers to be anonymous?

Corporates are so jittery now about security risks - ranging from simple hacking and web defacement to

corporate liability - that we expect many more to demand that you have to properly identify yourself to visit their

sites. Particularly if there is any interaction beyond just browsing information. We will see a drive by ISPs,

corporations, website owners, etc to clean up their acts by only allowing properly identified users to use their

services. No more signing up for email, chat, forums unless you are properly identified (not just a made up free

email address).

In recent years, banks have been forced into “Know Your Customer” disciplines, so that they can satisfy the

relevant authorities that they are not unwitting accomplices to money laundering. Airlines, for their part, like

passengers to be properly identified - not for security reasons, but because it has helped to eliminate a

previously uncontrolled secondary market in anonymous flight tickets.

However, while some companies will lose their nerve, and deny service to people who are not “properly”

identified, these mechanisms are absurd and obviously ineffective. Imagine that a retail store refused to let you

inside the store unless you had a loyalty card, because they were afraid of shoplifting, bombs or product

contamination. This might deter a few amateur trouble-makers, but they wouldn’t have much impact on the real

security threats. How is “proper” identification going to stop hacking or cyberterrorism, when any script kiddie

can perpetrate identity theft at will?
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Application architecture issues

The facilities provided and the examples quoted in

Microsoft’s white paper on GXA see single point of

service architectures as advantageous in giving

consistency and reduced maintenance costs. This

architectural point of view is not consistent with web

culture that privileges redundancy and multiple service

provision.

This is an issue for trust because the technical meaning

of trust is not far removed from simple reliability and

robustness arguments. Redundancy is of course a

good way to provide robustness.

The other connection between architecture and trust is

via semantics. Often when there is multiple service

provision already in existence, it is because there are

semantic differences between the services that may not

be apparent at the top level: the white paper gives a

case of multiple places where credit approval takes place

in the same company. The experience of companies

trying to enforce uniform Corporate Data Models was

that trust between divisions was undermined.

Centralization and alignment of semantics is not enforced

by the architecture but it seems that trust issues have

been thought through within that paradigm rather than

a redundant and parallel paradigm.

Trust hygiene factors

The web services architecture addresses some hygiene

issues that are introduced by doing business at all over

the Internet.

● We want authentication to provide evidence (not

proof!) of who messages come from

● We want encryption of messages to provide

evidence that the content has not been tampered

with

● We want to understand the semantics of message

delivery and of transaction built on messages

● We want to be able to administer the sets of

technical identities we want to use

We call these hygiene factors because while they are

capable of undermining existing trust, they are nowhere

near a sufficient foundation on which to build trust.

Summary

There is a well-defined Microsoft reductionist style in

describing business situations. Microsoft would clearly

like to believe that it can solve its own and its customer’s

business problems a piece at a time. This may of course

be a legitimate strategy for a platform (infrastructure)

provider, but the user of the platform is then obliged to

pay attention to a range of matters that the platform

doesn’t address. The question to ask is whether the

architecture and the platform split user problems in a way

that makes the thorny bits easier or harder to deal with.

The particular issue at stake here is the belief that

business issues occur across “trust boundaries”

between organizations. We see no reason to believe that

there is more, or less, trust across these boundaries

than across between other groups and individuals

within the scope of the architectures described. The

evidence from the patterns of security breaches are

that these are not the most important interfaces.

We have explored whether boundaries between

businesses are the most important issue for the

architecture to solve. We have also looked at whether

when we look at the business problem holistically, the

architecture makes a useful contribution. On neither

count does this look like much more than a tidying

up exercise.

Immune system architectures
For a sharply contrasting architectural style we can look

at the immune system architecture being developed by

IBM in Zurich5. From a metaphor of physical architec-

ture, castles with no ambiguity of inside and outside,

friend and foe, we move to a biological metaphor of

distributed defences, approximate recognition and del-

egated action. We now emphasise a real world that is

always more complicated than we can ever fully under-

stand and which needs action before we can complete

the analysis we would want to do if time permitted.

Immune system architectures follow these design

principles:

● Distributability ● No secure layer

● Multi-layered ● Dynamically changing coverage

● Diversity ● Identity via behaviour

● Disposability ● Anomaly detection

● Autonomy ● Imperfect detection

● Adaptability ● The numbers game

Trust and Identity
Identity for an immune system is subtle and multi-

layered. Everything from a module up through

applications, user systems, network nodes up to

enterprise architectures has an identity that depends

on its own ability to recognise its own boundaries.

Within and across those boundaries is the concept of

behaviour that “belongs” and is “normal” and behaviour

that is “foreign”. Foreign behaviour may be fought in

various ways, on the grounds that it may be an invasion.

continues...
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‘Web Service Security’ continued...

The modes of detection of foreignness are deliberately

diverse and unpublished.

Simple binary identification uses definitive attributes to

identify instances. A unique identifier is essentially the

specification of a class with only one member. Although

such identifiers are important for traditional IT systems,

they are easily corrupted or broken - for example, a

stolen credit card or passport allows the thief to

impersonate someone else. Security mechanisms that

rely on simple identification of this kind are vulnerable

to identity theft.

Sophisticated identification (for example of “foreignness”)

uses characteristic features (in other words, attributes

that are frequently found in instances of a class) rather

than specific features (attributes that are common to all

members of a class), and uses fuzzy logic. This makes

impersonation very much more difficult, because identity

theft involves the construction of a plausible set of

many different attributes. It also makes security more

difficult, because there is no longer a simple distinction

between safe instances and dangerous ones. This is a

much more realistic model of real interactions between

people and organizations.

In the immune systems architecture, identity is whatever

a unit at some level chooses to make it. Identity is a

choice about what it makes sense to protect and whose

viability may rest on that protection. The principle of

disposability means that no unit within the overall system

is completely critical, there is no control centre or

crown jewels.

Getting our companies A, B and C to work together 

would be a matter of bedding down their mutual

behaviour and interaction so that the relevant immune

system elements were no longer triggered by the

change in behaviour. There is then a greater system,

ABC, that works as one so long as the parts of it do not

start employing new behaviour. The change problem for

ABC is not differentiated from the change problem for

A, B and C separately. In terms of the work patterns

involved in the partnership, this may well make sense.

The business trust equation

The implication of having a multi-layered architecture is

that trust also will be treated as multi-layered. It is not

enough to have an executive decision that a partnership

or trusted supplier relationship has been formed. It is

not enough to have worked with the prospective

partners on the nature of the partnership mission and

the working practices involved. At whatever level there

is interaction between the organizations and their

systems there must be detailed understanding on what

trust means and what behaviours will be supported.

This turns the business trust equations inside out - trust

is available when, and only when, the big picture, the

details, and everything in between has been sorted.

This might well be cumbersome, but it does reflect the

reality that interoperation presents trust and security

issues at many levels. We might also ponder the history

of attempts at company mergers that failed because of

incompatibility of system style.

Failure modes

The immune system architecture has a failure mode

that we should probably call illness, there an attack on 

Can biometrics guarantee secure identity?

New technologies - including biometrics and smartcards/devices - seem to offer improved mechanisms for

identification, and for overcoming the threats of impersonation and identity theft. Thumbprint readers are very

cheap and easily obtainable, while retina scans are already being used by airlines.

So we might expect many more applications to include identification hardware - from smartcard or signature

readers to biometric devices such as thumb readers or webcams with intelligent face recognition.

These mechanisms attempt to identify a person as “the same again”. This scan or thumbprint comes from the

same person as that one; this document was signed by the same person as that one. There is a small possibility

of random error - but of course a serious security threat is not based on random coincidence but deliberately

contrived coincidence.

More importantly, biometrics provides no useful information about people you don’t already know, just as an

unknown signature provides no meaningful guarantee of anything.

Biometrics can also be used to determine whether a person is in a “normal” state. For example, a highly secure

vault may be opened only by trusted employees using voice recognition. But it might refuse to open even for a

trusted employee if she sounded unduly anxious - which might indicate that she had a gun to her throat. This

example suggests a more complex notion of identity.
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the system causes a massive diversion of resources

into fighting the attack. This renders the system

unsuitable for a while for normal operation, though still

capable, by definition of executing crucial functions. It

is possible for attacks that are basically harmless to

render the system ill, and for normal change to produce

similar symptoms. (It is also theoretically possible for a

Denial of Service attack to achieve disproportionate

results, not by swamping the system with messages,

but by sending a single message that causes the

immune system to swamp itself.)

By contrast the fortress model goes into an unknown

state during an attack. Once defences have been

breached then there is nothing that can be said

definitively about the state of the system. Whether it

needs to be closed down, whether the attack has

installed undetectable breaches for future use by

attackers, what has been damaged or stolen, all this is

unknown because the system is not supposed to be

in this state.

Requirements Framework
Business integration: the meaning within an architecture

of mergers, joint ventures, strategic alliances, business

component integration etc. must be spelt out. It is

unreasonable that normal, frequent business events

should suspend or disrupt security.

Business component identity: identity as a business

issue is about interests and behaviour. There must be 

ways of understanding what other connections a

business component has that are not declared for

whatever reason. What a component is and does must

be checked both for the integrity of the declaration and

for the implications of what is not declared.

Business component activity: activity presumably

generates the economic incentive for the connection.

Is business activity legitimate until proved not or is only

authorised activity legitimate? What is the change

mechanism? When there is a problem, what is the

scope of legitimate activity in correcting the problem?

Business data access: who does business data belong

to when it is important to a joint mission? What are

legitimate uses of it away from the joint mission? Are

there ways in which the data is significant and valuable

other than the intended uses? What might constitute

evidence of abuse?

Integrity and meaning of data and function: what process

exists to support innovation of function and data use?

What is the basis for clearing the trust and security issues

raised by innovation? In what ways can contingent

changes affect the meaning of data and function?

Final Remarks
Many people look back to the Fortress Mainframe with

some nostalgia. The head of IT Security for a UK bank

recently told us that his basic security requirements

continues...
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“Layer”

Integrated businesses

Business component

identity

Business component

activity, function

Business data important

to mission

Integrity and meaning of

data and function

Fortress model

No support at this level

Physical boundary and

functions defined by

authority

Agreed meeting of

emissaries with strictly

defined powers

Kept behind secure wall.

Status unclear after

breach

Encryption style integrity

checks

Immune system
model

No detection of foreign

behaviour after patterns

are established

Expected behaviour in

expected context

No detection of foreign

behaviour after patterns

are established

Patterns of use of data

must not change. Status

always clear but denial

of service possible

Meaning resides in

patterns of behaviour

Comments

Recursion does not

come easily to the

fortress model

Many third party

schemes attempt to

vouch for identity

Is interaction central to

purpose, or is identity

central to security?

Which comes first?

Military secrets leak

when approved users

find ways of diverting

the data

All well defined systems

can be subverted.

Fortresses can become

prisons
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‘Web Service Security’

continued...

hadn’t changed since the 1960s - he merely had to

find ways of satisfying these requirements within a

much more complex and challenging technological

environment. For managers such as him, the

Microsoft model will have great appeal.

What IBM learnt from the fortress mainframe era was

clearly that the fortress needed to open itself up to

all sorts of different uses and users if it was not to

become a dinosaur and an irrelevance. To do this

while maintaining a fortress architecture doesn’t

make sense to them or to us. Whether the immune

system architecture is implementable at a level that

gets benefit from its innovative features is a much

harder question.

IBM have set themselves a worthy challenge: to be

able to respond to as yet unknown threats. In a

sense they must be right that the ways in which

people will attack systems are always in advance of

efforts to plug the gaps exposed. But an architecture

and the platforms that implement it should give the

gap pluggers an advantage over the attackers.

Many experts fear that using web services across

enterprise boundaries will result in glaring security

holes, notably from newly opened firewall ports. In

the short term, many companies will try to preserve

the fortress model by restricting the use of web

services to “internal” interconnection. And yet, as

we’ve indicated here, the organizational volatility of

the modern enterprise means that the boundary

between internal and external is itself volatile.

In this article, we have outlined a preliminary

framework for a layered security architecture, showing

the overall requirement. We intend to develop this

framework further, allowing us to map the various

vendors offerings, show what the vendors are missing,

show where design issues predominate. We look

forward to discussing these issues with users and

vendors.

Richard Veryard and Aidan Ward
richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com   aidan_ward@antelopes.com

1. This model was presented at TechEd this year.
http://www.teched.mscorpevents.com/sessions.asp?Track=71

2. http://www.objectwatch.com/issue_36.htm

3. http://www.newsfactor.com/perl/printer/9301/

4. http://gotdotnet.com/team/xmlwebservices/gxa_overview.aspx 
See also Global XML WebService Architecture White Paper,
October 2001, available from the same URL.

5. http://www.zurich.ibm.com/security/dti
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Product

Overview -

SteelTrace

Catalyze
A Requirements Driven

Approach to Reuse

This report looks at Catalyze, a

requirements capture, management

and reuse solution from SteelTrace.

As IT organizations struggle to

support ever-changing business

requirements in a climate of tight

budgets, reuse should be high on

every IT management’s agenda.

And it ought to go without saying

that they should be making sure

user’s requirements are properly

captured. So is Catalyze an answer

to both these needs?
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1. Improve the support for the requirements and

specification process

2. Enable the reuse of requirements and specifications,

rather than just code which often the focus of current

reuse efforts.

3. Increase the collaboration between team members

working on requirements.

4. Improve the traceability of requirements through to

implementation

5. Identify from requirements which assets could be

reused - identifying opportunities for reuse earlier in

the lifecycle

6. By capturing requirements and tracing their usage,

make it easier to locate assets using natural language

and business terms that everyone should be familiar

with.

Catalyze
SteelTrace are delivering this vision via their Catalyze

product suite. Catalyze cuts across existing requirements

management, modelling and reuse tool boundaries.

Typically organizations will use a loosely coupled set of

products, and Catalyze improves upon this by providing

an integrated suite of tools layered on top of a common

repository, together with the ability to reference assets

that have been catalogued from those other products.

So far, the following components of Catalyze shown in

figure 1 are available as part of an early adopters program,

● Catalyze Asset Manager enables identification of

suitable assets for reuse. The product enables

authorised users to manage assets, which can be

harvested from existing projects or developed

as new.

● Catalyze Asset Store is a repository for projects

and qualified assets that manages communication

between other tools and the repository.

Administration tools are included for user access

and control.

● Catalyze Collaborate is the requirements modelling

and capture tool, which works with Asset Store to

enable users to collaborate, share and reuse models.

● Catalyze Collaborate Plus adds the ability to also

use Asset Manager.

● Catalyze Solo is a stand-alone version of the

requirements modelling and capture tool

Catalyze Solo and Collaborate are due to go on general

release in Q1 2002, with the Asset Manager and Store

following at the end of Q2.
continues...

SteelTrace is a new company that is being incubated

by netdecisions, a technology solutions provider that

recognised this need based on their own experience of

delivering projects across countless clients. They

sought to improve their competitiveness by not just

reusing the software they built, but also sharing their

collective knowledge of business practices gained at

those clients. As a solutions provider they also clearly

need to make sure they are delivering precisely what

their customer wants - no more (to manage cost) and

no less (to ensure customer satisfaction).

Today, organizations will often use a mishmash of tools

to capture requirements. This includes business

modelling, UML modelling, graphics and presentation,

plus office productivity tools, However, the consequent

lack of integrity between information that is held in

these different tools means this is not an ideal solution.

A typical solution to this is to implement a requirements

management solution, which as well as offering some

requirements capture capability of its own, allows the

relationships between the specifications held in the

various other tools to be documented. Even so, despite

the importance of requirements, many organizations do

not use a specialised requirements management tool.

Reuse remains an enigma too. Despite the obvious

benefits, meaningful levels of reuse are still not often

achieved. In an earlier report1, I suggested that we

could consider three forms of reuse. Briefly, these are

● Software Reuse. Taking copies of existing

software and reusing it in new situations.

● Service Reuse. Reusing the services provided by

a piece of existing software in a new situation by

invoking its existing implementation at runtime.

● Specification Reuse. As a variation on either of

the above, the specification (model, design, or

source code) of the software or service can also

be reused in a new situation.

Again a wide variety of tools are used to develop these

various asset types. Typical reuse solutions we have

looked2 at consider each of these forms and can

certainly improve the situation, allowing developers

to catalogue and locate software, services and

specifications. However, whilst they help catalogue

your existing assets, they do not necessarily help you

understand which of them you should reuse.

SteelTrace looked closely at these challenges and

decided that they could improve current practices by

combining the requirements management and reuse

processes. For example, SteelTrace saw that they could,
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Requirements Capture and Reuse
We are all familiar with the notion that the earlier in the

life cycle that we identify errors, then the cheaper it is

to fix them. This is not just about finding and fixing

bugs in software, but much more importantly making

sure that the system properly supports business

requirements. No matter how stable the code, it matters

little if it doesn’t meet the needs of the business.

SteelTrace believe you can apply the same concept to

reuse. The earlier in the life cycle you can identify the

opportunities for reuse, the greater the impact and

resultant savings. Often developers will re-invent the

wheel not through choice, but because the specification

they have been handed has too many differences

compared to existing software assets, preventing their

reuse.

In reality the differences may actually be of little

consequence from a business perspective. Had the

analysts been able to discover and reuse existing

requirements specifications then it would have been

easier to reuse their implementation. If you can identify

that requirements are the same at the analysis stage

(or similar enough to allow the user to accept the existing

scenario) then you have a much greater opportunity to

reuse all the associated downstream assets.

In addition, the objectives for reuse are not just about

cost savings in development, but also about ensuring

consistency in business process and rules, and

consistency in the systems that implement them. Again,

the earlier in the life cycle you identify a common

process the better.

Catalyze requirements capture tools are based on

SteelTrace’s own flavour of the use case approach,

which borrows concepts from Catalysis3 such as

refinement, and also provides a Flow diagram to

capture events. The model-based approach taken by

Catalyze enables requirements to be managed at a

higher level of abstraction. Including these models

within the requirements capture tool makes it easier to

find, reuse and manage the integrity of a wider spectrum

of the requirements specification.

Catalyze does not slavishly follow the UML standard, but

this is not really a disadvantage to SteelTrace. Instead,

they have taken familiar aspects of UML and added

value through their own extensions. Compatibility with 

Figure 1: The Catalyze Product Suite
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which would be able to parse any

document and use statistical analysis

(analysing homonyms, synonyms etc.)

to automate the process of converting

existing specifications into their

meta-model.

Asset Store provides the underlying

repository. As well as supporting the

Asset Manager, it also enables a team

environment for collaboration and

reuse of requirements. SteelTrace are

also closely following the Reusable

Asset Specification (RAS) initiative4.

Once the RAS is finalised, Catalyze will

be able to understand and manipulate

RAS models. However, they do not

intend to force adoption of RAS by

their customers. It will be one of the

open standards they support.

Conclusions
Catalyze provides a rich environment for capturing

requirements, and should be straightforward to use for

anyone familiar with use cases. It improves on existing

requirements management tools by integrating a use

case based approach to requirements capture, within a

toolset that has been designed with reuse in mind. By

linking assets to model-based requirements, Catalyze

improves the tracability of requirements through to

implementation, and also make assets easier to find

and hence reuse.

Catalyze differentiates by merging requirements

management with aspects of reuse solutions. This solves

continues...
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other UML-based tools is provided though via an XML

Modelling Interchange (XMI) import/export capability.

Generation of Microsoft Word based reports is also

provided, which are automatically linked as files to the

requirements specification. Customisable profiles control

the documentation generation, and it is even possible

to re-engineer the Word document back into Catalyze

if any changes have been made there to any of the

textual properties.

The importance of this last point should not be

underestimated. End users will rarely make the effort

to involve themselves directly with tools like Catalyze.

However, they must be involved in the requirements

process. Presenting them the documentation in familiar

Office tools is essential, and Catalyze’s round-trip

engineering capability is very useful.

Repository
The next step is to manage the

lifecycle of requirements as they are

implemented in systems, and/or

reused in other projects. Asset Manager

enables the librarian to harvest, manage,

deprecate, improve, qualify and

publish assets.

Asset Manager also provides

harvesting functions that allow various

assets inside and outside of Catalyze to be

catalogued and linked to the requirements. At present,

information on those assets needs to be re-keyed into

Catalyze. They are working on language interpretation,

Figure 2: Catalyze Solo

Figure 3: The Catalyze Product Landscape
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the real world problem of creating quality requirements

for new systems in a brownfield environment of

existing assets.

The current Catalyze does not replace all the tools

needed in the requirements process, as illustrated in

Figure 3. Even as other Catalyze tools follow, users

will typically still need to work with wider range of

diagramming, presentation and documentation tools.

However, with it’s import/export capabilities Catalyze

should sit comfortably alongside these.

Though Catalyze is applicable to end-user

organizations, SteelTrace is also targeting service

organizations, where clearly there is a strong

emphasis on making sure that requirements are

properly understood, but that also have a greater

opportunity to maximise reuse across similar pro-

jects for many different users.

Organizations can gain immediate benefit from

Catalyze by improving both requirements capture

and reuse. Though SteelTrace is a new organization,

on this first showing they have made a strong start

and are worthy of a closer look.

Lawrence Wilkes  lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com

For further Information visit www.steeltrace.com
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